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We introduce a framework for simulating quantum measurements based on clas-
sical processing of a set of accessible measurements. Well-known concepts such as
joint measurability and projective simulability naturally emerge as particular cases
of our framework, but our study also leads to novel results and questions. First, a
generalisation of joint measurability is derived, which yields a hierarchy for the
incompatibility of sets of measurements. A similar hierarchy is defined based on
the number of outcomes necessary to perform a simulation of a given measurement.
This general approach also allows us to identify connections between different
kinds of simulability and, in particular, we characterise the qubit measurements
that are projective-simulable in terms of joint measurability. Finally, we discuss
how our framework can be interpreted in the context of resource theories.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decades much of the research on quantum theory has focused on quantum
states, exploring topics such as entanglement theory and state estimation protocols. Of no
less importance, quantum measurements also present a rich collection of properties that
still remain to be fully understood, many of them essential to reveal remarkable features
of the theory (e.g. Bell nonlocality1,2, uncertainty relations3,4), or to achieve optimality in
certain tasks (e.g. quantum state tomography5, quantum state discrimination6,7).
Quantum measurements are modelled by positive-operator-valued measures (POVMs).
Two of the most important properties a set of POVMs may present are compatibility
and projectiveness. Measurement compatibility, or joint measurability, is a property that
generalises the notion of commutativity. A set of measurements is jointly measurable
whenever their statistics can be reproduced by post-processing the statistics obtained by a
single POVM. This property ensures that a set of measurements leads to results that can
be classically modelled in certain scenarios8,9. Joint measurability is intimately connected
to EPR steering10,11, an important class of quantum correlations that can be used to certify
entanglement in a semi-device independent manner12.
Projective measurements are related to quantum observables and historically played a
major role in quantum theory. Although projective POVMs are favourable for experimental
implementations and present a simpler mathematical structure, they are outperformed
by non-projective measurements in various tasks5,7,13–16. Naimark’s dilation theorem17
guarantees that any non-projective POVM can be implemented as a projective measure-
ment on the original system plus an ancilla. However, the simulation of general POVMs
by projective ones in the same dimension, that is, without the help of any ancilla, is a topic
that has only recently been considered18. By fixing the dimension, this characterises those
POVMs that could demonstrate advantages over projective ones. This is the definition of
projective simulability we follow here.
In this work we consider the question of measurement simulability: given a set of
accessible measurements, which other measurements can be simulated by them when
assisted by classical pre- and post-processing? We provide a general operational frame-
work to study this problem and see how joint measurability and projective simulability
appear as particular cases of it. Within our study of different forms of measurement
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simulability, we provide useful tools for identifying how measurements can be more
efficiently implemented on an experimental setup, by optimising the number of POVMs
to be performed, their number of outcomes, or by restricting them to be projective.
Our framework also provides a common background to understand relations between
types of simulability. From the equivalence of simulability by a single POVM and compat-
ibility, we introduce a generalisation of the concept of joint measurability by increasing
the number of simulators, which defines different degrees on the incompatibility of sets
of measurements. We also show that if a given set of measurements shares the same
set of simulators and pre-processing step, then they must be jointly measurable. This
motivates us to study the simulation of POVMs via measurements with less outcomes and
we characterise this type of simulability in terms of joint measurability. This leads to a
perhaps surprising connection between joint measurability and projective simulability:
we prove that a qubit POVM A can be simulated by projective measurements if and only if
it can be jointly measured with its Bloch-antipodal POVM A¯ (i.e. the POVM whose effects
A¯i have Bloch vectors antipodal to the ones of Ai).
Finally, we interpret our framework from a resource-theoretical point of view19–24,
where non-simulability plays the role of resource. In this approach, we show that classical
processing and white noise robustness are suitable choices of free operations and resource
measure, respectively.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We start by introducing our notation and mathematical framework. LetH be a finite
dimensional Hilbert space and Pos(H) the set of positive semidefinite operators acting
onH. A quantum measurement onH corresponds to a positive-operator valued measure
(POVM), that is, a tuple A = (A1, . . . , An) ∈ Pos(H)×n of positive semidefinite operators
satisfying ∑a Aa = I, where each Aa corresponds to outcome a, n is the number of
outcomes, and I is the identity operator onH. The operators Aa are called the effects of A.
In the case where the effects Aa are projectors, we say that A is a projective measurement.
Notice that some effects might be null, corresponding to outcomes that never occur.
A measurement A can be simulated by a subset of POVMs B = {B(j)}j if there is a
protocol based on classical manipulations of the measurements in B that yields the same
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statistics as A when performed on any quantum state,
Prprot(i|ρ) = Tr(Aiρ), (1)
for any outcome i and any state ρ.
Quantum measurements can be classically manipulated in two ways25: as a pre-
processing (mixing) and as a post-processing (relabeling). Here we restrict ourselves to
operations only on the level of the measurements, although pre-processing operations
involving the preparation of quantum states could also be defined26. Therefore, the most
general protocol for simulating A with B consists in three steps:
(i) Choose a measurement B(j) ∈ B with probability p(j|A);
(ii) Perform B(j);
(iii) Upon obtaining outcome i′, output i according to some probability q(i|A, j, i′).
In the above protocol, step (i) represents a pre-processing and step (iii) represents a
post-processing. In the latter, the final output i is produced with a probability q(i|A, j, i′)
conditioned on the POVM A to be simulated, on the performed measurement B(j), and
on the obtained outcome i′. This can be understood as a new measurement B˜(j) given by
effects27
B˜(j)i =∑
i′
q(i|A, j, i′)B(j)i′ . (2)
Notice that B˜(j) may have a different number of outcomes than B(j) (either more or less).
Step (i) allows for probabilistic mixing of the post-processed POVMs B˜(j). Therefore,
we say that an n-outcome POVM A is B-simulable if there are probability distributions
p(·|A), q(·|A, j, i′) such that for any state ρ,
Tr(Aiρ) = Prprot(i|ρ)
= Tr
([
∑
j
p(j|A)∑
i′
q(i|A, j, i′)B(j)i′
]
ρ
)
, (3)
or, equivalently,
Ai =∑
j
p(j|A)∑
i′
q(i|A, j, i′)B(j)i′ , (4)
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In this case, we say that the particular choice of measurements B(j)
involved in the above decomposition are the B-simulators of A.
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It is straightforward to see that any trivial POVM A = (a1I, . . . , anI) that has effects
proportional to the identity can be simulated only with classical post-processing, simply
by taking q(i|j, i′) = ai, for all j, i′, and therefore are simulable by any set B of simulators.
This leads us to the study of the robustness of a given POVM A.
By applying the depolarising map
Φt : A 7→ tA + (1− t)Tr(A)Id (5)
to each effect of A, for some t ∈ [0, 1], we obtain a depolarised version of the measurement,
Φt(A) := (Φt(A1), . . . ,Φt(An)). (6)
The parameter t is called the visibility of A in Φt(A). The depolarising map can be
physically interpreted as the presence of white noise in the implementation of A, and
therefore its consideration is natural from an experimental point of view. We will focus on
white noise, but other models of noise could be considered and even optimised, such as in
the case of generalised robustness28.
Notice that the completely depolarised version of A,
Φ0(A) = (Tr(A1)I/d, . . . , Tr(An)I/d), (7)
is a trivial POVM, and therefore simulable by any set of measurements. Then we can
define the white noise robustness of A regarding its simulation by B as
tAB = max{t; Φt(A) is B-simulable}. (8)
After introducing all the previous concepts, we are now in position to present our
results.
III. LIMITING THE NUMBER OF SIMULATORS
The main goal of the next sections is to study the B simulability of general POVMs, un-
der different sets of simulators, depending on the number or type of measurements, or the
number of outcomes. We start by considering completely general accessible measurements,
restricting solely the number of simulators.
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A. Simulability by a single measurement
Perhaps the simplest form of simulation refers to the case where the subset B of
measurements to which one has access contains a single POVM B of nB outcomes. In
this case, step (i) of the general protocol is trivial, and the only relevant operation is
post-processing. Therefore, the B-simulable POVMs are the ones described in Eq. (2).
When we consider a set of m measurements {A(l)}ml=1 that are simulable by the same
(arbitrary) POVM B we recover the usual definition of joint measurability, as already
pointed in Ref.29. Indeed, consider that
A(l)i =∑
i′
q(i|l, i′)Bi′ , (9)
for all i, l and some post-processings q(·|l, i′), i′ ∈ {1, . . . , nB}. Then define a joint measure-
ment M by
Ma1...am =
nB
∑
i=1
m
∏
l=1
q(al|l, i)Bi, (10)
for al ∈ {1, . . . , nl}, where nl is the number of outcomes of A(l). Hence
∑
r 6=l
nr
∑
ar=1
Ma1...(al=i)...am = A
(l)
i , (11)
for all l, i, and we obtain the usual definition of joint measurability: the set {A(j)} is
jointly measurable, or compatible, since all POVM elements A(j)i can be recovered by (de-
terministically) coarse-graining over the joint measurement M. This proves the following
lemma.
Lemma 1. A set of POVMs is jointly measurable if and only if it can be simulated by a single
measurement.
Joint measurability thus appears as a particular instance of measurement simulability
where only one simulator is considered. The joint measurement M derived from B
simplifies the post-processing at the cost of typically increasing the number of outcomes
of the simulator.
If we can simulate a set of POVMs using only one POVM we will say that the set is
single-POVM-simulable, as an easily generalisable synonymous of jointly measurable. By
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depolarising each POVM in a set of POVMs A = {A(j)} we can define its depolarised
version,
Φt(A) := {Φt(A(j))}, (12)
and its white noise robustness regarding single-POVM simulability (or joint measurability),
tA1-POVM = max{t; Φt(A) is single-POVM-simulable}. (13)
One can efficiently decide on the single-POVM simulability of a given set of meas-
urements via a semidefinite program (SDP), an efficiently solvable class of optimisation
problems. In fact, since the only requirements for the joint measurement are positive
semidefinitiveness and the linear contraints in Eq. (11), this problem can be phrased as
a feasibility SDP30. A simple modification of it can be used to calculate the white noise
robustness of such set31.
B. Simulability by many measurements
The natural next step is now to consider a set of simulators containing two POVMs,
B = {B(1),B(2)}. Again we look at sets of POVMs A = {A(l)} that can be simulated by
the same simulators, i.e., for every effect A(l)i we have
A(l)i = p(1|l)∑
i′
q(i|l, 1, i′)B(1)i′ + p(2|l)∑
i′
q(i|l, 2, i′)B(2)i′ . (14)
Following Eq. (10), using deterministic post-processing, this is equivalent to
A(l)i = p(1|l)∑
r 6=l
nr
∑
ar=1
M(1)a1...(al=i)...am
+p(2|l)∑
r 6=l
nr
∑
ar=1
M(2)a1...(al=i)...am . (15)
Hence, in terms of joint measurability, now we can combine the marginals of two joint
measurements M(1),M(2).
In contrast with the previous case, we were unable to cast the problem of deciding
whether a given set of measurements is 2-POVM-simulable as an SDP. Since the vari-
ables are the pre-processing, the simulators, and the post-processing, Eq. (14) represents
apparently unavoidable non-linear constraints.
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Since single-POVM simulability is equivalent to joint measurability, by increasing
the number of simulators in the accessible set B we create a hierarchy of simulability
protocols where each case strictly contains the previous one and whose first level is joint
measurability. However, we now show that if the POVMs {A(j)} can be simulated by B
using always the same weights p(1|l), p(2|l) in Eq. (14) independent of l, then this set is
jointly measurable, and therefore simulable by a single POVM. This is a general feature of
the framework, valid for any set of simulators B.
Proposition 1. If every measurement in {A(j)} is B-simulable with the same pre-processing step,
then {A(j)} is jointly measurable.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the one of Lemma 1. If a B-simulable set shares the same
pre-processing, then p(j|l) = p(j) and we can describe its elements by
A(l)i =∑
j
p(j)∑
i′
q(i|l, j, i′)B(j)i′ . (16)
Hence a joint measurement M is defined by
Ma1...am =∑
j
p(j)
nj
∑
i=1
m
∏
l=1
q(al|l, j, i)B(j)i . (17)
Similarly to Lemma 1, under the conditions of Proposition 1 we can exchange many
simulators by a single one, generally with a greater number of outcomes. In Section IV B
we apply Proposition 1 to more specific cases.
Considering simulability with more than one simulator we can refine our notion of
incompatibility, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 1. Consider the set A = {A(x),A(y),A(z),A(Σ)}, where A(x),A(y),A(z) are the
projective qubit measurements associated to the Pauli observables σx, σy, σz and A(Σ) is the
projective measurement described by A(Σ)± = (I±~v ·~σ)/2, with ~v = (1, 1, 1)/
√
3. Now,
our goal is to understand for which values of the visibility t the set Φt(A) becomes single-,
2- and 3-POVM-simulable. Let us start by the latter.
For 3-POVM simulability, a straightforward protocol can be obtained for visibilities in
which a pair of POVMs ofΦt(A) becomes jointly measurable. This happens at tPI = 0.7420,
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where A(Σ) becomes jointly measurable with any of the other three measurements in the
set. For visibilities larger than tPI the set is pairwise incompatible, as there is no pair of
POVMs in Φt(A) which is jointly measurable. However, we next show that this protocol
is not optimal for 3-POVM simulability.
Since one of the three-element subsets of A is clearly more incompatible than the
others (namely, {A(x),A(y),A(z)}), a better strategy to simulate A with 3 simulators is to
assign each element of this subset to an exclusive simulator. This means that for these
measurements each pre-processing is deterministic,
p(j|A(w)) = δj,1δx,w + δj,2δy,w + δj,3δz,w, (18)
where w = x, y, z, and each A(w) is simulated by a single simulator B(j), while A(Σ)
uniformly combines all three simulators,
p(j|A(Σ)) = 1
3
, j = 1, 2, 3. (19)
By fixing this pre-processing, we can now write an SDP to calculate the best post-
processing steps corresponding to it and the best parameter t such that Φt(A) is simulated
by this protocol. With this strategy, we find that the set is 3-POVM-simulable at visibility
t3-POVM = 0.7746. Note that for this value of the visibility we have constructed a particular
simulation protocol employing three measurements. It is in principle conceivable that a
better simulation protocol exists, which would imply a larger range for 3-POVM simu-
lation. Yet this protocol was enough to show a gap with the value required to observe
pairwise joint measurability.
At visibility t2-POVM = 1/
√
2 ≈ 0.7071, Φt2-POVM(A) becomes 2-POVM-simulable. This
coincides with the visibility tPC needed to make A pairwise compatible, identifying it
as a “hollow tetrahedron”, that is, a set of four incompatible POVMs from which every
pair of elements is compatible. Indeed, since any pair of POVMs of A is compatible, we
can use the joint measurements M(xy) (for depolarised versions of A(x) and A(y)), and
M(zΣ) (for depolarised versions of A(z) and A(Σ)) as simulators, each one simulating its
corresponding pair.
A is triplewise incompatible for visibilities t ≥ tTI = 0.6236. The set becomes triplewise
compatible at visibility tTC = 1/
√
3 ≈ 0.5774, and, finally, fully compatible when depolar-
ised by a parameter of t1-POVM = 0.5730. Recall that these values tTI , tTC, and t1-POVM are
obtained via SDP.
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A brute force numerical search supports the claim that t2-POVM, t3-POVM are the optimal
parameters for 2- and 3-POVM simulability of A, respectively. On Figure 1 we organise all
optimal visibilities for the simulability of A.
Figure 1. The optimal visibilities for the single-, 2-, and 3-POVM simulability of A =
{A(x),A(y),A(z),A(Σ)}. Note that the intervals where the set is, say, pairwise compatible and
pairwise incompatible are not complementary because these concepts address every possible pair
of the set, and different pairs present different degrees of robustness.
On the one hand, the above example shows that the number of simulators available
yields genuinely different forms of simulability. On the other, it makes clear that internal
compatibility relations between the POVMs of the set provide lower bounds for its J-
POVM simulability. For instance, for any set {A(l)} of m measurements we have
tPI ≤ t(m-1)-POVM, (20)
where tPI defines open interval of visibilities for which the set is pairwise incompatible,
and t(m-1)-POVM is the critical depolarising parameter for which the set becomes (m −
1)-POVM-simulable. Indeed, at t = tPI some pair of POVMs is compatible, say A(1)
and A(2), and thus we can use the simulators B(1) = M(12) (the joint measurement for
Φt(A(1)),Φt(A(2))), B(2) = A(3), . . . ,B(m−1) = A(m). Similarly, we can derive other bounds
related to tTI , tPC and so on.
More generally, for a set {A(l)} of m incompatible POVMs we can consider its robust-
ness regarding simulability with any number J < m of simulators. For the particular case
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J = 1, the noise robustness of joint measurability was extensively studied already31–33, but
for J > 1 this is a new question to be investigated.
IV. LIMITING THE NUMBER OF OUTCOMES OF THE SIMULATORS
Another form of simulability we investigate is by POVMs of less outcomes. In this case,
we do not limit the number of accessible measurements employed for the simulation, but
only their number of outcomes. In other words, now our set of simulators B is the set of
k-outcome POVMs on dimension d, and the B-simulable measurements will be called k-
outcome-simulable. This topic arises naturally as another variant of the general simulation
problem, and this sort of limitation plays a key role in Bell nonlocality scenarios2,34,35.
Note that by applying Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 one reduces the number of simulators
but raises the number of outcomes of the simulators; now we want to improve on the
other direction and reduce the number of outcomes, possibly by increasing the number of
involved measurements.
We show now that in k-outcome simulability the post-processing step can be assumed
to be quite simple. Consider a protocol in which we perform measurement B and upon
obtaining outcome i′, we output i0 with probability p and i1 with probability (1− p). This
is equivalent to the protocol in which with probability p we perform B(0) = B and always
relabel outcome i′ by i0, and with probability (1− p) we perform B(1) = B and always
relabel i′ by i1. By doing this for each outcome i′, we artificially increase the number of
simulators but restrict the post-processing to be deterministic; since we want to simulate
an n-outcome POVM via k-outcome POVMs (k < n), we are left with n!
(n−k)! possibilities
of post-processing. Now we notice that post-processing operations that shuffle the order
of effects can also be mapped to the pre-processing, in the sense that for each of the k!
post-processing permutations on the non-null outcomes we associate a different simulator
with permuted effects, which is also an k-outcome POVM. Hence we do not lose generality
by considering only the n!k!(n−k)! = (
n
k) deterministic post-processing strategies that takes
k-outcome POVMs to n-outcome ones while preserving the relative order of effects.
Finally, we can group the simulators that share the same post-processing. Indeed, ima-
gine that A is simulated by the k-outcome POVMs {B(j) = (B(j)1 , . . . , B(j)k )} and B(1),B(2)
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after being post-processed have the form B˜(j) = (B(j)1 , . . . , B
(j)
k , 0, . . . , 0), j = 1, 2. Then
A = p(1)B˜(1) + p(2)B˜(2) +∑
j>3
p(j)B˜(j) = (p(1) + p(2))B˜′ +∑
j>3
p(j)B(j), (21)
where the measurement B˜′ is given by
B˜i =
p(1)B(1)i + p(2)B
(2)
i
p(1) + p(2)
(22)
also has the form B˜ = (B˜1, . . . , B˜k, 0, . . . , 0). We conclude that we can consider only one
representant of each post-processing class and arrive at the following result, already
presented in Ref.18.
Lemma 2. An n-outcome POVM A is k-outcome-simulable if and only if there is a set of at most
(nk) POVMs {B(j)} with at most k non-null effects satisfying
A =
(nk)
∑
j=1
pjB(j), (23)
one for each possible distribution of the k non-null outcomes among the n possibilities.
This Lemma allows one to efficiently decide on the k-outcome simulability of a given
POVM and to compute the amount of depolarisation the POVM endures before becoming
k-outcome-simulable by means of SDP18.
Example 2. Consider a tetrahedral qubit measurement Atetra given by Atetrai = (I +
~vi ·~σ)/4, i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, where the unit vectors ~vi ∈ R3 form the vertices of a regular
tetrahedron. This 4-outcome POVM is not 3-outcome-simulable, but when depolarised by
ttetra3-out = 2
√
2/3, we see that the resulting POVM, Φttetra3-out(A
tetra), can be decomposed into
(43) = 4 trine POVMs, B
trine,r, r ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, each one with effects whose Bloch vectors
point in the direction of a equilateral triangle on the plane perpendicular to ~vr (Figure 2).
The trine POVMs Btrine,r are not 2-outcome-simulable, but this can be achieved by
depolarising them by ttrine2-out =
√
3/2. It is known that the critical visibility to make Atetra
2-outcome-simulable is ttetra2-out =
√
2/318,36, and therefore in this case we have
ttetra3-out · ttrine2-out = ttetra2-out. (24)
However, in general one value is only a lower bound for the other,
tAk-out ·min{tB(k− 1)-out;B is a k-outcome simulator of A} ≤ tA(k− 1)-out. (25)
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Figure 2. The 4-outcome measurement Atetra becomes 3-outcome-simulable when depolarised by a
parameter ttetra3-out = 2
√
2/3. Its optimal 3-outcome simulators are regular trines measurements, each
one lying on a plane parallel to a facet of the tetrahedron.
A. k-outcome simulability and joint measurability
For the joint measurability of two POVMs {A(1),A(2)}, there is a very visual way of
interpreting the joint POVM M. If we organise the effects of M in an n× n table, where
the effect Ma1a2 occupies position (a1, a2), then the marginals correspond to summing over
the rows and columns, and Eq. (11) can be represented by
M11 · · · M1n A(1)1
... . . .
...
...
Mn1 · · · Mnn A(1)n
A(2)1 · · · A(2)n
. (26)
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Our next result shows that reorganising the effects of simulators in tables representing
joint measurements leads to an equivalent condition to k-outcome simulability in terms of
joint measurability.
Proposition 2. A qudit measurement A is k-outcome-simulable if and only if there is a joint
POVM M for the pair {A,~p · I} with at least n− k null effects in each column (M1j, . . . , Mnj),
where ~p · I = (p1I, . . . , p(nk)I).
Proof. Suppose we have a decomposition of a POVM A into k-outcome POVMs B(j),
p1

B(1)1
...
B(1)n
+ · · ·+ pm

B(m)1
...
B(m)n
 =

A1
...
An
 , (27)
where at least n− k effects are null in each B(j), and m = (nk) according to Proposition 2.
We can now group the weights pj with each effect B
(j)
bj
and organise these effects in a table
p1B
(1)
1 · · · pmB(m)1 A1
... . . .
...
...
p1B
(1)
n · · · pmB(m)n An
. (28)
Due to the normalisation of the B(j), summing over each column we obtain pjI, and
analogously to Table (26), we can see the table as a joint POVM for A and ~p · I.
On the other hand, every joint POVM for A and ~p · I with n− k null effects in each
column can generate a decomposition like Eq. (27), where each column represents one of
the k-outcome simulators.
Though any POVM is jointly measurable with a trivial POVM ~p · I having all effects
proportional to the identity, Proposition 2 is a criterion that requires this compatibility to
be given in an optimised way where the joint measurement has many null effects, in order
to ensure k-outcome simulability.
B. The antipodal measurement
One of the main advantages of studying different forms of simulation on the same
framework is that it facilitates the comprehension of connections between them. In
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this subsection we illustrate this by presenting relations between k-outcome simulability
and joint measurability (single-POVM simulability). Our starting point is to check the
consequences of Proposition 1 for k-outcome simulability.
Consider the simple case of an n-outcome POVM A which is 2-outcome-simulable.
Then, according to Lemma 2, there are (n2) convex weights (pij) and dichotomic POVMs
B(ij) = (Bij, I− Bij), (i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), . . . , (n− 1, n)}, that can be embedded in the set of
n-outcome POVMs via post-processing, such that Bij takes place on the i-th entry of the
tuple and I− Bij on the j-th. Thus we can write
A1
A2
A3
...
An

= p12

B12
I− B12
0
...
0

+ p13

B13
0
I− B13
...
0

+ . . . + p(n−1)n

0
...
0
B(n−1)n
I− B(n−1)n

(29)
Notice that this is equivalent to write each effect of A as
Ai = ∑
j;j<i
pji(I− Bji) + ∑
j;j>i
pijBij, (30)
and that each effect Ai is the sum of only (
n−1
2−1) = n − 1 non-null operators pijBij or
pji(I− Bji).
According to Proposition 1, if we maintain the same pre-processing (pij) on the right-
hand side of Eq. (29) but change the post-processing that embeds the dichotomic meas-
urements, the resulting POVM will be jointly measurable with A. Now consider the
post-processing of B(ij) that takes Bij to the j-th position and I− Bij to the i-th position.
This way, we construct another 2-outcome-simulable POVM A˜ given by
A˜i = ∑
j;j<i
pjiBji + ∑
j;j>i
pij(I− Bij), (31)
in contrast with Eq. (30). Proposition 1 says that
Ma1a2 =

pa1a2 Ba1a2 , if a1 < a2
0, if a1 = a2
pa1a2(I− Ba1a2), if a1 > a2
. (32)
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defines a joint measurement for {A, A˜}. For example, for n = 4 this joint measurement
reads
0 p12B12 p13B13 p14B14 A1
p12(I− B12) 0 p23B23 p24B24 A2
p13(I− B13) p23(I− B23) 0 p34B34 A3
p14(I− B14) p24(I− B24) p34(I− B34) 0 A4
A˜1 A˜2 A˜3 A˜4
. (33)
A drawback in the definition of A˜ is that we cannot construct it directly from A,
since it depends on the simulators B(ij) and the pre-processing (pij). We can avoid this by
restricting more the simulation and imposing that the simulatorsBij are unbiased 2-outcome
POVMs37, meaning that each effect has the same parcel of identity when decomposed into
a Hermitian operator basis,
Bij =
1
2
I+~vij ·~λ (34a)
I− Bij = 12I−~vij ·
~λ (34b)
where~vij ∈ Rd2−1. Here,~λ is a vector of d2− 1 Hermitian traceless operators that, together
with I, form a basis for the real vector space of Hermitian operators in dimension d38
(e.g. the Pauli matrices for d = 2, and the Gell-Mann matrices for d = 3). We call~λ the
generalised Pauli vector.
If that is the case and Ai = aiI+ ~ui ·~λ, then Eq. (30) yields
ai= ∑
j;j<i
pji
2
+ ∑
j;j>i
pij
2
, (35)
~ui= ∑
j;j<i
pji(−~vji) + ∑
j;j>i
pij~vij, (36)
and from Eq. (31) we have that A˜i = aiI − ~ui ·~λ. In other words, A˜ can be defined
directly from A by flipping the sign of the generalised Pauli vector of each effect, when
the latter is simulable via unbiased dichotomic POVMs. This motivates the definition of
antipodal operator: given an Hermitian operator A = aI+~v ·~λ, its antipodal operator is
A¯ = aI−~v ·~λ.
Since the antipodal POVM A¯ can be constructed from the simulators of A (Eq. (31)),
the proof of Proposition 1 ensures that A¯i ≥ 0. However, the antipodal of a positive
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semidefinite operator is not always positive semidefinite, this will generally depend on the
eigenvalues of the traceless operator v ·~λ. An exception is the qubit case, where d = 2; in
this case~λ =~σ is the usual vector of Pauli matrices and it holds that aI+~v ·~λ ≥ 0 if and
only if a ≥ ||~v||, which implies that A = aI+~v ·~λ ≥ 0 if and only if A¯ = aI−~v ·~λ ≥ 0.
The above reasoning proves the following particular case of Proposition 1.
Proposition 3. If a qudit measurement A, given by Ai = aiI+ ~ui ·~λ, is simulable via unbiased
2-outcome POVMs, then the antipodal operators A¯i = aiI−~ui ·~λ are positive semidefinite, A¯ is a
valid POVM, and {A, A¯} is jointly measurable.
Proposition 3 is an example of the power of Proposition 1 that has a clear geometrical
interpretation. For the particular case of qubit measurements, in Section V we are able to
show its converse (see Theorem 1).
V. LIMITING THEMATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE OF THE SIMULATORS
We now investigate the case where the simulating set B is constrained to have only
projective POVMs. This automatically limits the number of outcomes to be at most equal to
the dimension of the system (k ≤ d). In this case, a B-simulable measurement is said to be
projective-simulable18. Apart from their fundamental importance, projective measurements
are often much easier to implement, as they do not require any ancilla system.
We recall now the following well-known result (Lemma 2.3 of Ref.39), due to the fact
that extremal dichotomic POVMs are projective.
Lemma 3. For any dimension d, any 2-outcome POVM is projective-simulable. If d = 2, then
2-outcome simulability and projective simulability are equivalent.
In Ref.18 characterisations of the set of projective-simulable POVMs were presented in
dimension d = 2, 3 that allow one to efficiently decide by SDP whether a fixed POVM is
simulable or not. It was also shown that the tetrahedral qubit POVM Mtetra (see section
IV) is the most robust in terms of projective simulability18,36.
A. Projective simulability and joint measurability
In dimension d = 2, we see that the unbiased 2-outcome measurements in Eq. (34) are
exactly the projective POVMs and their depolarised versions. In this particular case, where
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2-outcome and projective-simulability coincide (Lemma 3), we can prove the converse of
Proposition 3, which completely characterises the projective-simulable qubit POVMs.
Theorem 1. A qubit POVM is projective-simulable if and only if the pair {A, A¯} is jointly
measurable, where A¯ is the antipodal measurement of A.
Proof. The only if part is a particular case of Proposition 3, so we need only to show the if
part.
Assume that A and A¯ are jointly measurable and M is a joint measurement for the pair,
with Mab = mabI+ ~wab ·~σ. Consider now Nab = (Mab + M¯ba)/2, where M¯ba represents
the antipodal operator of Mba. We have that N is also a joint POVM for the pair, since
∑
b
Nab =
1
2
(
∑
b
Mab +∑
b
M¯ba
)
= Aa (37a)
∑
a
Nab =
1
2
(
∑
a
Mab +∑
a
M¯ba
)
= A¯b, (37b)
with the feature that symmetric effects sum up to a multiple of the identity,
Nab + Nba = (mab + mba)I. (38)
Thus
A = ∑
a≤b
(mab + mba)B(ab), (39)
where the POVMs B(ab) are defined by
Babs =

Nab/(mab + mba), if s = a
Nba/(mab + mba), if s = b
0, otherwise
, (40)
and therefore can be interpreted as 2-outcome measurements embedded in the space of
n-outcome POVMs. The normalization of N implies that ∑a,b mab = 1, which ensures that
the decomposition is convex. Finally, since every 2-outcome measurement is projective-
simulable (Lemma 3), we conclude that A is projective-simulable.
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As a corollary, we see that the pair of antipodal tetrahedrons is the most robust pair
of antipodal qubit measurements regarding joint measurability, since Mtetra is the most
robust qubit POVM regarding projective simulability18,36 (Figure 3).
Corollary 1. {Mtetra, M¯tetra} is the most robust pair of antipodal qubit measurements
regarding joint measurability.
Figure 3. Two antipodal tetrahedral measurements and their optimal projective simulators, which
define a joint measurement for the tetrahedral pair. Both joint measurability with the antipodal
and projective simulability are achieved at the same critical visibility t =
√
2/3.
Another consequence of Theorem 1 is given by the close connection between joint
measurability and EPR steering, namely that a set of POVMs is jointly measurable if and
only if it cannot demonstrate steering when applied to any quantum state10,11. Hence we
see that projective simulability is also connected to EPR steering.
Corollary 2. A qubit measurement A is projective-simulable if and only if the pair {A, A¯}
cannot demonstrate steering when applied to any quantum state of local dimension 2.
VI. QUANTUMMEASUREMENT SIMULABILITY AS A RESOURCE THEORY
The approach to measurement simulability we use here is close to a resource theory
in many aspects. A resource theory is a formal framework to study a given property of
a class of objects, which plays the role of resource. The framework is defined by a subset
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of operations called free operations, that has the key feature of not being able to generate
the resource. This means that when a free operation is applied to a free object, i.e., an
object without the property of interest, the resulting object is also free. This approach was
succesfully used to investigate properties such as entanglement19,20, thermal equilibrium21,
asymmetry22, reference frames23, and nonlocality24.
In our case, for every type of simulators B we can define a resource theory where the
resource is the non-B-simulability. In the case of J-POVM simulability (Section III), the
objects are sets of quantum measurements, the free operations are classical processing,
and sets of J measurements are free objects, implying that every simulable set is also free.
Analogously, in the case of k-outcome and projective simulability (Sections IV and V), the
objects are single measurements, and the free operations and objects are again classical
processing and simulable measurements, respectively.
To formalise these notions, we prove now the invariance of the set of simulable POVMs
by classical processing. We show that the simulability relation is transitive, namely that if
a set of measurements is B-simulable, then any classical manipulation of it is B-simulable
as well. This encompasses J-POVM simulability of sets of POVMs as a particular case, as
well as k-outcome and projective simulability of single POVMs.
Proposition 4. Let B be a subset of measurements. If a set of measurements A = {A(l)} is
B-simulable, then any set A˜ obtained by classically processing A is B-simulable as well.
Proof. Suppose A˜ contains POVMs A˜(l), constructed by pre- and post-processing the
elements of A,
A˜(k)ak =∑
l
p′(l|k)∑
al
q′(ak|k, l, al)A(l)al , (41)
for all outcomes ak and for some probability distributions p′(·|k), q′(·|k, l, al), where k
runs over the number of elements of A′, l runs over the number of elements of A, and al
runs over the outcomes of A(l). Since we can simulate A using B, there are probability
distributions p(·|l), q(·|l, j, bj), where j labels a POVM B(j) ∈ B and bj its outcomes,
satisfying Eq. (4). Thus we can substitute it in the above equation, yielding
A˜(k)ak =∑
j
p˜(j|k)∑
bj
q˜(ak|k, j, bj)B(j)bj , (42)
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where
p˜(·|k) :=∑
l
p′(l|k)p(·|l) (43)
q˜(·|k, j, bj) :=∑
al
q′(·|k, l, al)q(al|l, j, bj) (44)
define pre- and post-processings that simulate A˜ with B.
A secondary but still important element of a resource theory is a way of quantifying
the resource. A quantifier function must be monotonic with respect to the free operations,
meaning that by performing a free operation one should not be able to increase the
measured quantity of resource of the initial object.
Usually the same theory allows many different quantifiers. We finish this section show-
ing that, for measurement simulability, the white noise robustness of a set of measurements
(see Eq.(13)) is a suitable measure of non-simulability.
Proposition 5. The white noise robustness of a set of POVMs regarding B simulability is mono-
tonic with respect to classical processings.
Proof. Suppose A˜ is obtained by classical processing A. Following Eq. (41), we have
Φt(A˜
(k)
ak ) =∑
l
p′(l|k)∑
al
q′(ak|k, l, al)Φt(A(l)al ). (45)
This implies that at the critical visibility tAB that makes A B-simulable we can write
each effect Φt(A
(l)
al ) as an appropriate combination of effects of the simulators, and then
substitute in the previous equation to find that A˜ is also B-simulable. Therefore, tA˜B ≥
tAB .
VII. DISCUSSION
We presented an operational framework for simulating quantum measurements that
comprehends well-known scenarios in the field as particular cases, and identified different
connections between them. This allowed us to describe k-outcome simulability and
projective simulability for qubit POVMs in terms of joint measurability, which appears as
a common denominator in this context.
With Theorem 1, we showed an equivalence between projective simulability and joint
measurability for qubit measurements. It remains as an open problem whether there is
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a similar characterisation for projective simulability in higher dimensions. One would
need to find a proper generalisation for the antipodal POVM that is well-defined for any
POVM, in any dimension. The antipodal operator itself is related to the universal-NOT
gate40, but a straightforward generalisation is not related to projective simulability. In
dimension d = 2, by using the strong connection between joint measurability and EPR
steerability10,11, as a consequence we also have a relation between projective simulability
and EPR steering.
Finally, we also discuss how our approach can be interpreted in the context of resource
theories. Exploring this connection in more detail seems to be a promising direction for
future work.
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